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Minutes:
1.

Introduction.

1.1.

Nicole Sandler opened the meeting and delivered a brief introduction.

2.

The use of blockchain in securitising Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (“SME”)
debt (Nicholas Heller).1

2.1.

Nicholas Heller outlined to the Forum members how his organisation, Fractal Labs, is
using blockchain to securitise SME debt with the aim of creating liquidity in the SME
debt financing market.

2.2.

To help businesses manage their cash and capital requirements better, Mr Heller
described how his product has the potential to alter the way businesses use data to
connect and interact with their financial partners, utilising machine intelligence to
automate financial analysis and build communication channels.

2.3.

Mr Heller outlined how there is currently a substantial SME funding gap in the U.K. of
an estimated £59 billion. He described how inefficiencies in the SME financing market
are a result of factors such as: (i) financial inexperience among SMEs; (ii) archaic multistep manual funding processes; (iii) banks being subject to increased regulatory scrutiny
and burdened by legacy costs; (iv) inadequate data access; and (v) a lack of digitised
trading processes.

2.4.

In order to tackle these issues to aid in the securitisation of SME debt, Mr Heller
articulated his vision of using blockchain technology to bring about the harmonisation of
financial data and facilitate access across all market participants, creating a new asset
class to increase liquidity.

1

Please see Appendix I below.
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2.5.

The current securitisation lifecycle was described by Mr Heller as being fraught with data
fragmentation, manual and redundant processes, and information asymmetry.

To

combat this, Mr Heller proposed the following:
i.

to generate access to trusted, standardised financial data in the origination
process in order to perpetuate structural efficiencies throughout the securitisation
lifecycle. To achieve this, Fractal proposes to act as the central source of trusted
financial data, which would include verified data acquired via open banking
APIs, accounting software, company budgets, credit risk agencies and tax
sources (with an eye to the advent of digital tax in 2019);

ii.

to share a “single source of truth” data in the structuring process to reduce costs
and risks for all participants; and

iii.

to improve the speed, certainty and transparency of the servicing process which
opens up the SME debt market to new investors.

2.6.

Mr Heller continued his talk by outlining the benefits of employing blockchain in the
securitisation of SME debt. Some benefits include: (i) the automated connection of vital
financial information for each underlying asset to create a “single source of truth” data;
(ii) the creation of a record of processes on an immutable, decentralised and traceable
audit trail to enhance transparency; and (iii) the increase of liquidity by creating new
asset classes of securitised SME debt while opening up the market to new investors.

2.7.

In his concluding remarks, Mr Heller identified four key considerations in relation to
blockchain that need to be addressed, which were: (i) the risks relating to interoperability
and the lack of data standards; (ii) the reliability of automated financial systems; (iii) the
balancing of human input and the interpretation of legal agreements with machine driven
automation; and (iv) the speed of adoption across all market participants.

2.8.

When the floor was opened to participants for questions, one Forum member queried Mr
Heller’s definition of smart contracts. Mr Heller responded by stating that he defines
smart contracts as a vehicle to transfer legal agreements, language and judgements into
code, ultimately tending towards a more computer science-based approach.

2.9.

Another participant highlighted the challenge in seeking interoperability and adoption
across the board. Mr Heller explained how standards and best practice drives their
approach, and that if a single “oracle” was created this would solve issues of
interoperability. The initial cost to replace established systems was highlighted by Mr

3

Heller as a possible issue that could prevent advances towards common usage. The
group also identified how fragmentation of regulation and standards could possibly
prohibit the ability to scale new technology.
3.

Potential presentation on Initial Coin Offerings (“ICOs”) and the Decentralised
Autonomous Organisation (“DAO”) attack.

3.1.

Owing to the absence of the speaker, this agenda item was not discussed and deferred to
a future meeting.

4.

Token offerings (Paul Lewis, Richard Hay).2

4.1.

Paul Lewis and Richard Hay delivered a talk on token offerings, the recent developments
of token offerings and their treatment under English law.

4.2.

Mr Lewis began their talk by describing how no two tokens are the same. Although it is
difficult to define a token, Mr Lewis stated how they can often fall under one of three
categories, as: (i) a crypto currency, such as Bitcoin or Ether; (ii) a fund, for means of
raising money and buying assets (where money generated by the underlying asset is paid
out to token holders); or (iii) other entitlements, for example to access or use, to store, to
vote, or to receive income (a token could, for instance, be used to gain access to cloud
storage).

4.3.

Mr Lewis continued by highlighting some recent developments within the token offering
space, describing how Filecoin, Tezos and Bancor raised significant funds through token
offerings. Mr Lewis then drew particular attention to a recent report3 published by the
Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”) which found that the DAO digital tokens
were “securities” under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.

4.4.

Mr Hay continued the presentation by discussing whether tokens could be considered to
be “transferable securities” pursuant to the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive
2004/39/EC (“MiFID”), with potential ramifications under Directive 2003/71/EC on
the prospectus to be published when securities are offered to the public or admitted to
trading (the “Prospectus Directive”) if they are “offered to the public”.

Mr Hay

highlighted that it is difficult to define what a share is, before one considers whether
tokens can constitute shares.
2

Please see Appendix II below.

3

Securities
and
Exchange
Commission,
Release
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-81207.pdf.
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No.

81207

(25

July

2017),

available

at:

4.5.

At this point in the presentation, a Forum member asked Mr Hay and Mr Lewis if they
had seen increased cross-border regulation convergence on these definitions.

The

speakers stated that they had not and that there is still significant global fragmentation in
this area. Another participant emphasised that these are the questions that need to be
answered if smart contracts are to be employed.
4.6.

Mr Hay then went on to discuss select regulatory issues facing token offerings, including:
i.

whether the general prohibition contained in the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 Regulated Activities Order 2001 (the “RAO”) might be relevant in the
context of certain token offerings (observing that where structures contain no
authorised persons, breaches of the RAO might attract criminal sanctions);

ii.

whether websites providing information regarding coin offerings (particularly at
a pre-funding stage) may fall foul of rules surrounding financial promotions;

iii.

the potential engagement of regulation associated with collective investment
schemes and alternative investment funds; and

iv.

concerns as to whether tokens can constitute electronic money (“e-money”),
with key questions including whether—in the particular system—individuals
have a claim on the e-money issuer and if tokens are accepted as payment by
others. The Forum members discussed the circumstances in which tokens might
constitute e-money and observed that the obligation of one-to-one equivalence
with a fiat currency seems to be absent in respect of most tokens issued.

4.7.

Another Forum member asked if a token has a denomination and if there are a finite
number of coins that can be issued.

Mr Lewis described how these are variable

characteristics which differ from offering to offering.
4.8.

Ultimately, Mr Lewis and Mr Hay suggested that legal uncertainty is evident in the
definition of tokens and in their cross-jurisdictional definition as a security or fund.
Legal uncertainty was also identified in areas such as who controls the smart contract,
who issues the tokens, who owns the code, who owns the website and who manages all
these elements, making the ownership of the tokens a legally ambiguous area. It was
further observed that matters became even more complex in structured arrangements
where tokens are used to transfer rights in other tokens.

5

5.

Administration:
a.

5.1.

a short presentation on key FMLC statistics (Emily Bradley);4

Emily Bradley presented a selection of FMLC statistics covering the legal uncertainties
analysed by the FMLC since 2003, FMLC publications, FMLC events, the international
connections the FMLC have forged, and a glance at funding and expenditure.
b.

5.2.

present the draft 2018 Forward Schedule;5

The draft 2018 Forward Schedule was presented to the Forum members. As Finance
and Technology is such an international, fast developing space, the FMLC Secretariat
wants to ensure that as many diverse views are presented at the Forum meetings as
possible. This involves inviting Forum members and guest speakers from around the
world to attend meetings.

In order to accommodate the inclusion of international

participants, the Secretariat has tentatively proposed to hold the Q1 and Q3 meetings in
the morning and the Q2 and Q4 meetings in the afternoon.6
5.3.

The 2018 Forward Schedule will be confirmed at the Q4 meeting on 20 November 2017.
c.

5.4.

suggestions for the 2018 Forward Agenda.7

The participants suggested the following be included on the 2018 Forward Agenda:
i.

ICOs;

ii.

Smart Contracts; and

iii.

Cross-Jurisdictional legal uncertainties.

6.

Any other business.

6.1.

No other business was raised.

4

Please see Appendix III below.

5

Ibid., slide 31.

6

If you have any suggestions or queries regarding the draft 2018 Forward Schedule, please contact Thomas Willett at
forums@fmlc.org.

7

If you have any suggestions for the 2018 Forward Agenda, please contact Thomas Willett at forums@fmlc.org.
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The Use of Blockchain in Securitising SME Debt
Financial Markets Law Committee
Monday 21 August, 2017
askFractal.com

1 Fractal

Financial data exchange.

Creating liquidity in the SME debt financing market.

2 Product

Transforming the way businesses use data
to connect and interact with financial partners.

A

B

Automate
Financial Analysis

C

Build
Comms Channels

Connect
Financial Partners

Machine Intelligence

Helping businesses better manage cash and capital requirements.

3 Problem

Inefficiencies in the SME financing market.
Financial inexperience amongst SMEs, the fragmentation of financial data, and
archaic, manual funding processes result in an inefficient SME debt financing market

Banks are burdened by legacy costs, are under increased regulatory scrutiny, and
have poor access to data, resulting in missed opportunities and mispriced risk

Inadequate data access, information asymmetry, and the lack of digitized trading
processes have resulted in poor liquidity in the SME debt financing market

There is a £59bn SME funding gap in the UK.

3 Vision

Harmonise financial data and facilitate access
across all market participants.
SMEs

Banks

Investors

Regulators, Auditors,
Ratings Agencies

Create a new asset class to increase liquidity
in the SME debt financing market.

4 Current Process

Securitisation lifecycle.
Debt Issuance

Debt Servicing

Originating

SPV Security
Structuring

Underwriting

Security
Servicing

Regulatory
Requirements

Auditing

Rating and
Monitoring

Regulatory
Requirements

Investor Market and Monitoring

Fraught with data fragmentation, manual and redundant
processes, and information asymmetry.

5 Solution

Access to trusted, standardized financial data
in the origination process.
●

●

●

●

Financial information includes verified data acquired via open
banking APIs, accounting software, company budgets, credit risk
agencies, and tax sources
Financial automation impacts financial literacy, financial
forecasting, data authenticity, and in turn, the pricing of risk and
the regulatory requirements necessary for debt origination
Debt is defined in smart contracts and cryptographic tokens of
value linked directly to the underlying assets, reputation scores
and reference identities
Fractal is the central source of trusted financial data

Perpetuates structural efficiencies throughout the
securitisation lifecycle.

5 Solution

Sharing ‘single source of truth’ data
in the structuring process.
●
●

●
●

●

Market participants have direct access
to verified info about underlying assets
Underlying collateral, tranches, and
payment distributions are modeled as
smart contracts
Underwritten tokens are immutably
linked to underlying assets
Smart contracts monitor and structure
new assets that meet predefined
criteria
Transparency enables investors to more
accurately price risk

Reduces costs and risks for all participants.

5 Solution

Speed, certainty and transparency
in the servicing process.
●
●

●

●
●

Immediate settlement and servicing of
information and payments free up capital
Triple entry accounting reduces
counterparty risk, thereby lowering
investor rate of return thresholds
Ratings monitoring and regulatory
reporting automation through smart
contracts
Immutable audit trail of transactions
helps mitigate fraud
Partitioned information access protects
proprietary trading strategies

Opens up the SME debt market to new investors.

6 Opportunities

Benefits of blockchain
in the securitization of SME debt.

●

Automate the connection to key financial information for each underlying
asset to create a ‘single source of truth’ data

●

Record the process on an immutable, decentralized and traceable audit trail to
add transparency

●

Increase liquidity by creating a new asset class of securitized SME debt while
opening up the market to new investors

A new asset class of securitized SME debt.

7 Challenges

Considerations of blockchain
in the securitization of SME debt.

●

Interoperability risks and a lack of data standards

●

Technology reliability of automated financial system with significant
consequences

●

Balancing human input and interpretation of legal agreements with
machine driven automation

●

Speed of adoption across all market participants

Success is incumbent upon
market participation, cooperation and iteration.

askFractal.com
Financial Data Exchange.
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Agenda
• Token Offerings


Rights attaching to the tokens

• Recent Developments


Growth in the market



Recent examples

• Treatment under English law


Transferable securities



Regulated activities



Select other regulatory issues

Token Offerings
What rights attach to the tokens?
• No rights


E.g. Bitcoin, Ether

• Ownership interest(s)


Issuer



Underlying asset(s)

• Other entitlement(s)


Access or use



Storage



Voting



Income

• Combination of the above

Recent Developments
Growth this year
• $1.2 billion raised by initial coin offerings between January and July 2017, up from $222 million in 2016 1
Recent examples
• Filecoin raised $52 million prior to launch using a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (“SAFT”) earlier this month
• Tezos raised $232 million in July 2017 in the largest offering to date
• Bancor raised $150 million in three hours in June 2017

SEC Report of Investigation into The DAO on 25 July 20172
•

Found that The DAO digital tokens were “securities” under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.

•

Found that a security includes an investment contract:
an investment of money in a common enterprise with a reasonable expectation of profits
to be derived from the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others.3

1.
2.
3.

Autonomous Research LLP, Token Mania Research Report (July 2017).
Securities and Exchange Commission, Release No. 81207 (25 July 2017).
See SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293, 301 (1946).

Prospectus Directive
Transferable securities
Those classes of securities which are negotiable on the capital market, with the exception of instruments of payment, such as:
(a)

shares in companies and other securities equivalent to shares in companies, partnerships or other entities, and depositary receipts in respect of shares;

(b)

bonds or other forms of securitised debt, including depositary receipts in respect of such securities;

(c)

any other securities giving the right to acquire or sell any such transferable securities or giving rise to a cash settlement determined by reference to
transferable securities, currencies, interest rates or yields, commodities or other indices or measures.

MiFID, Art. 4(1)(18)
Application:
• Are the digital tokens “transferable securities” that are “offered to the public”?
Exemptions:
• Qualified investors
• Private placements with fewer than 150 investors
• Minimum denomination EUR 100 million
• Maximum consideration EUR 100 million

Regulated Activities Order
The general prohibition
(1) No person may carry on a regulated activity in the United Kingdom, or purport to do so, unless he is–
(a) an authorised person; or
(b) an exempt person.

FSMA, s. 19

Specified Activities:
>

Accepting deposits

>

Issuing electronic money

>

Dealing in investments as principal

>

Dealing in investments as agent

>

Arranging deals in investments

>

Establishing or operating
investment scheme

>

Advising on investments

a

collective

Regulated Activities Order, Part II

Specified Investments:
> Deposits
> Electronic money
> Shares
> Futures
> Instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness
> Warrants and other instruments entitling the holder to subscribe for
shares or instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness
> Options (to acquire or dispose of a security or contractually based
investment or currency)
> Certificates representing certain securities
> Units in a collective investment scheme
> Contracts for difference

Regulated Activities Order, Part III

Select Regulatory Issues
Financial Promotions
An invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity that is communicated in the
course of business.

FSMA, s. 21

• Engaging in investment activity
• Controlled activities
• Controlled investments

Collective Investment Schemes
An authorised person must not communicate an invitation or inducement to participate in
a collective investment scheme.

• Exemptions

FSMA, s. 238

Alternative Investment Funds
‘AIFs’ means collective investment undertakings, including investment compartments
thereof, which:
(i)

(ii)

raise capital from a number of investors, with a view to investing it in accordance with
a defined investment policy for the benefit of those investors; and

do not require authorisation pursuant to Article 5 of the UCITS Directive.

‘AIFMs’ means legal persons whose regular business is managing one or more AIFs.
‘managing AIFs’ means performing at least the investment management functions
comprising portfolio management and/or risk management for one or more AIFs.

AIFMD, Article 4

• Are the tokens “units” or “shares”?
• Exemptions:
> small AIFMs
> non-EU AIFMs marketing non-EU AIFs
> investment initiated by investor

Select Regulatory Issues (II)
E-money
Regulation 2

• Is there a claim on the “issuer”?

“Electronic money” means electronically (including magnetically) stored monetary value as represented
by a claim on the electronic money issuer which—

• Are tokens accepted as payment by others?

(a)

is issued on receipt of funds for the purpose of making payment transactions;

(b)

is accepted by a person other than the electronic money issuer; and

(c)

is not excluded by regulation 3.

Regulation 3
For the purposes of these Regulations electronic money does not include—
(a)

(b)

monetary value stored on instruments that can be used to acquire goods or services only—
(i)

in or on the electronic money issuer's premises; or

(ii)

under a commercial agreement with the electronic money issuer, either within a limited
network of service providers or for a limited range of goods or services;

monetary value that is used to make payment transactions executed by means of any
telecommunication, digital or IT device, where the goods or services purchased are delivered to
and are to be used through a telecommunication, digital or IT device, provided that the
telecommunication, digital or IT operator does not act only as an intermediary between the
payment service user and the supplier of the goods and services.

Electronic Money Regulations 2011

• Is there a limited network?

Questions?
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Did you know ..?
A quick glance at some FMLC numbers
Emily Bradley, Legal Analyst
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Addressing legal uncertainty
Since 2003, the FMLC has analysed and made recommendations to resolve legal
uncertainties in 212 disparate topics.
Solvency II

Brexit

Benchmarks Reform
Sovereign Debt Collective Action Clauses
Bank Reform (Ring Fencing)

E.U. Data Protection Reform

Market Abuse Regulation

Emissions Allowances
Bail-in

EMIR

Capital Markets Union
Rome I

International Coordination of Law and Regulation

Regulation of Credit Rating Agencies

Financial Market Infrastructures

MiFID II

Bank Recovery and Resolution
Virtual Currencies

FMLC research is conducted through:
Scoping
Forums

7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking
Brexit
Buy-side
Infrastructure
Insurance
Fintech
Sovereign Debt

27

Working
Groups

… were established since the
beginning of 2016:
• 7 Working Groups are still
active;
• 5 deal with matters related
to Brexit; and
• 9 have published and are
anticipating further work.

FMLC Publications
22
69
5

publications were produced in 2016

pages in our longest paper
publications were on the topic of benchmarks
reform

2016-Present FMLC Events
10

formal events were held

45
4
176

guest speakers across all events

events examined legal uncertainties arising from Brexit

guests attended the 2016 Spring Colloquium on the anticipated U.K.
referendum. This was the FMLC’s most successful event in the past 3 years

International connections
18

7

speeches were given by the FMLC CEO in 5 different countries

4

calls are held every year with the Financial Markets Lawyers Group
(“FMLG”) (New York)

3

sister organisations (associated with the Federal Reserve, the ECB
and the Bank of Japan) participate in an annual conference with the
FMLC

jurisdictions (E.U., Hong Kong, Japan, Switzerland, Singapore, U.K. and
U.S.) hold a biannual information-exchange video conference

People and the FMLC
39

patron organisations
35

26
15
11

average members per Scoping Forum
Committee Members
average members per Working Group

staff at the FMLC Secretariat (plus one volunteer!)

Looking under the hood …
Donations
£347,500

89% of the FMLC’s
charitable income is
spent on Secretariat
salaries

Expenditure
on Salaries
£312,700

You can get involved in the FMLC’s work
by becoming a:
• patronfor a sample Patrons’ Newsletter, a copy of the FMLC
donation pack and any other enquiries, please contact: Barbara
Martin (patrons@fmlc.org);
• stakeholderfor a sample Stakeholders’ Newsletter and any other
enquiries, please contact: Rachel Toon (executivesupport@fmlc.org);
or
• recipient to our general mailing listshould you wish to receive
regular notifications about new FMLC publications, please contact:
Amy Shaw (secretarial@fmlc.org).

2018 Forward Schedule
Thursday 8 February

Thursday 10 May

Thursday 9 August

Thursday 8 November

9.00am to 10.30am (U.K.)
8.00pm to 9.30pm (Australia)
2.00pm to 3.30pm (U.K.)
9.00am to 10.30am (U.S.)
9.00am to 10.30am (U.K.)
6.00pm to 7.30pm (Australia)

2.00pm to 3.30pm (U.K.)
9.00am to 10.30am (U.S.)

Conclusion / The End

Financial Markets Law Committee
contact@fmlc.org
+44 (0)20 7601 5118

